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Summary of 

2016/17 findings

Response rate
• In 2016/17 there was a total of 68 museums 

in the North East within Arts Council 
England’s Accreditation Scheme (63 
Accredited museums and 5 formally ‘Working 
Towards Accreditation’).

• 54 of the 68 museums responded to the 
MDNE Annual Museums survey.  This equates 
to a 79% response rate amongst Accredited 
museums in the region.

Audiences 
• There were a total of 4,283,612 visits to 

museums in 2016/17 based on responses 
received

• Museums held a total of  5,075 activities and 
events that engaged 447,335  participants

Economic impact 
• Visits to museums represented around £54.8 

million of gross visitor impacts
• There was at least £9m of direct, indirect and 

induced impacts as a result of spend on 
goods and services by museums

• At least 515 full time equivalent (FTE) direct, 
indirect and induced jobs are supported by 
museums

Online engagement
• 91% of respondent museums have their own 

website and 85% used social media to 
engage with audiences

Educational engagement
• Museums delivered 7,473 learning and 

outreach activities that engaged 296,237 
participants 

Financial operations
• £16,265,988 was generated by museums in 

earned income (including admissions, retail, 
catering, events, hospitality, educational and 
other earned income from trading, e.g. 
property rental)

• £6,537,787 was received in regular public 
subsidy (including ACE Major Partner 
Museum/National Portfolio funding)

• £3,254,588 received in grant funding
• £2,674,357 received in contributed income 

(including all money received in donations, 
friends/members schemes, any sponsorship 
income, corporate membership, or other 
non-earned income)

Workforce – volunteers
• There were 1,257 active volunteers in 

2016/17
• This equated to an average of 39 volunteers 

per museum
• Volunteers contributed a total of 159,450

hours to museums in the region

Workforce – paid staff
• Museums employed 607 paid staff which 

equated to 371.85 Full Time Equivalents
(FTE)

• 5 museums reported that they were entirely 
volunteer-run with no paid staff

• Volunteers outnumber paid staff by over 2:1
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Introduction

This report presents the findings of the second 
Museum Development North East (MDNE) 
Annual Survey of Museums. 

The survey was launched in April 2016 to 
establish a baseline of data on museums in the 
region which will be used to analyse and report 
on trends over the coming years.

Findings this year will contribute once more to 
estimates of the social and economic impacts 
of museums and inform the delivery of 
museum development support in the region. 
The results will also enable museums to 
benchmark themselves against a range of 
comparators.

The survey has been commissioned from South 
West Museum Development (SWMD) with the 
intention of providing consistent data capture 
across multiple regions to enable more 
effective advocacy and benchmarking. 

The 2016/17 survey follows the same format as 
that undertaken for 2015/16. Questions are 
based on the survey carried out in the South 
West since 2012/13, developed in consultation 
with museums and local authorities and 
previous data collection exercises.  Questions 
were also adapted to align with Arts Council 
England’s (ACE) annual survey of Major Partner 
Museums (MPM) and National Portfolio 
Organisations (NPO).

Survey method

The survey was sent to all 68 museums in the 
North East that are within the Accreditation 
Scheme, as well as being promoted via the 
MDNE website and e-bulletin. Museums were 
asked to provide data for the 2016/17 financial 
year.

The survey was divided into four sections:
• Audiences
• Educational engagement
• Financial operations
• Workforce

Multi-site organisations were given the option 
to provide a response as a whole organisation 
or by individual site. A number of multi-site 
museums submitted mixed responses with 
some data provided on a site-by-site basis and 
other data provided at a whole organisation 
level; where this is the case it will be 
highlighted.
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Sample and 

response

54 museums responded to the survey which 
equates to a 79% response rate amongst 
Accredited museums; this is a higher response 
rate than in 2015/16 and there has been some 
difference in the museums who responded in 
each year. Due to the high response rate,  the 
figures and conclusions drawn in this report 
can be considered to be broadly representative 
of museums in the region.

Please note that:

• Two Accredited museums did not return 
surveys as they are located within other 
Accredited museums. 

• One museum trust has five museums which 
are all formally ‘Working Towards 
Accreditation’. The trust submitted a 
service-wide response, the data for which 
has been split between each of the five 
museums so that each venue may be 
counted individually.  

• One museum in Tyne and Wear closed in 
2016/17 for redevelopment, however, they 
still continued to operate educational and 
outreach programmes, as well as earning 
income. They provided sufficient data (with 
the exception of visitor figures) to be 
included in the overall return percentage.

• One Accredited museum has no permanent  
building, providing access to the collection 
through partnership working with other 
Accredited museums in the region.  This 
means that the museum did not include 
visitor figures however, the data submitted 
was sufficient in other areas of the survey to 
be included in the overall response. 

• All four Accredited English Heritage sites 
provided survey responses.  Two out of 
eight Accredited National Trust properties 
responded.  This has an impact upon the 
scale of the museum sector in the region 
indicated by the survey results.

When considering the response, the following 
should be kept in mind:

• Not all museums responded to every 
question.

• Percentages have been rounded to the 
nearest whole number.

• ‘Respondents’ or ‘Museums’ is every 
museum who submitted a response.

• Where differences are small and response 
levels low, care must be taken when 
interpreting the data.

• Budget data must be viewed as approximate 
or indicative as different methodologies are 
used by museums and a number of 
museums operate a different financial year 
than April – March.

Two main categories of museum are used for 
analysis throughout the report:

• Type of museum – determined by funding 
source and governance model.

• Size of museum – determined by annual 
visit figures.

• In some calculations museums who report 
100,000+ visits per annum are re-
categorised to be included alongside ‘Large’ 
museums (e.g. 50,000 – 99,999 visits).
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Profile of respondents

Across the museums that responded to the survey it should 
be noted that National Trust properties are 
underrepresented in the survey sample relative to the type 
of Accredited museums in the North East overall. A full list 
of the museums which returned the survey for 2016/17 is 
included at the end of this report, as well as a breakdown of 
the variations in response between 2015/16 and 2016/17 
on pages 7 and 8.

Museum opening hours

Museums were asked to provide details on their typical 
opening hours:
• 30% (15) reported that they were open all year round
• 29% (16) reported that they were closed part of the year 

as regular seasonal closure
• 6% (3) of museums opens by appointment only either all 

year or part of the year
• 11% (6) of museums were closed for the year/part of the 

year for redevelopment
• 25% (14) of respondents did not provide detail on their 

opening arrangements

Figure 1: All North East Accredited museums by type

Figure 2: Profile of Survey respondents by type
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Respondents by size

Museums in the North East range from a national 
museum to small volunteer-led organisations; the 
size of a museum has been determined by its visitor 
numbers in 2016/17. 

Figure 3 shows that the highest response rate came 
from those museums classed as medium in size 
(10,000 – 49,999 range). 

Geographic distribution

Figure 4 shows that response rates were relatively 
high across all four sub-regions.

One museum in each of the sub-regions marked with 
an asterisk has not been included in the percentage 
change calculation.  This is because they/their 
collection is housed within another museum/s and 
therefore not counted towards the overall 
percentage. 

Figure 4: Respondents by sub-region. 

No. of responses/

Accredited museums

Percentage return

County Durham 13 from 17* 81%

Northumberland 16 from 21 76%

Tees Valley 10 from 11 90%

Tyne and Wear 15 from 19* 83%

Total 54 from 68 79%

Figure 3: Respondents by museum size
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Core group 
Museums who responded to MDNE Annual 

Museums Survey for 2015/16 and 2016/17

County Durham

Aycliffe and District Bus Preservation Society
Beamish – The Living Museum of the North
Durham Museum and Heritage Centre
Weardale Museum

Northumberland

Bailiffgate Museum
Berwick Museum and Art Gallery (Woodhorn Trust)
Cragside (National Trust)
Heatherslaw Corn Mill
Heritage Centre, Bellingham
Hexham Old Gaol (Woodhorn Trust)
Lady Waterford Hall
Morpeth Chantry Bagpipe Museum (Woodhorn Trust)
The Fusilier’s Museum of Northumberland
The King’s Own Scottish Borderers Regimental Museum
Woodhorn Museum (Woodhorn Trust)

Tees Valley:

Captain Cook’s Birthplace Museum
Cleveland Ironstone Mining Museum
Dorman Memorial Museum
Hartlepool Art Gallery
Head of Steam – Darlington
Heugh Battery Museum
Kirkleatham Museum
Middlesbrough Institute of Modern Art (MIMA)
Museum of Hartlepool
Preston Park Museum and Grounds

Tyne and Wear:

Arbeia Roman Fort (TWAM)
Discovery Museum (TWAM)
Great North Museum: Hancock (TWAM)
Hatton Gallery (TWAM)
Laing Art Gallery (TWAM)
Monkwearmouth Station Museum (Sunderland Museums)
North East Land, Sea and Air Museum
Segedunum Roman Fort, Baths and Museum (TWAM)
Seven Stories, The National Centre for Children’s Books
Shipley Art Gallery (TWAM)
Souter Lighthouse (National Trust)
South Shields Museum and Art Gallery (TWAM)
Stephenson Railway Museum (TWAM)
Sunderland Museum and Winter Gardens (Sunderland Museums)
Washington ‘F’ Pit Museum (Sunderland Museums)
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Museums who responded to MDNE Annual 

Museums Survey for the period 2015/16 and not 

2016/17
Bowes Railway Museum
Durham University Oriental Collection
Killhope Museum
Lindisfarne Castle (National Trust)
Locomotion: The National Railway Museum at Shildon
Ormesby Hall (National Trust)
Sedgefield Borough Council Collection at Locomotion (not 
included in 15/16 report percentage)

Museums who responded to MDNE Annual 

Museums Survey 2016/17 and not 2015/16 
Auckland Castle (ACT) - not part of the scheme in 2015/16
The Bowes Museum 
Chesters Roman Fort (English Heritage)
Corbridge Roman Site (English Heritage)
Durham Castle, University of Durham
Durham Light Infantry Collection - not eligible in 2015/16
Durham University Museum of Archaeology
Faith Museum (ACT)
Housesteads Roman Fort (English Heritage)
Lindisfarne Priory (English Heritage)
Mining Art Gallery (ACT)
No.42 Market Place (ACT)
RNLI Grace Darling Museum
Spanish Gallery (ACT)

All Museums listed on this page and the one before are Fully Accredited 
except for Auckland Castle Trust which is Formally Working Towards 
Accreditation, and is comprised of Auckland Castle, No.42 Marketplace, 
the Faith Museum, the Spanish Gallery and the Mining Art Gallery.

Highlights: Meeting Point1, Arts&Heritage

In 2016 four North East museums took part in Meeting Point1, an Arts & 

Heritage led project funded by Arts Council England (ACE).  The project 

supported museums across the North East & Yorkshire to commission 

artists who created a piece of work in response to the venue and its 

collections.

The North East museums and artists who participated were:

Durham Castle, County Durham - Jo Coupe

Head of Steam, Darlington - Cath Campbell

Kirkleatham Museum, Redcar - Brennan and Sperandio

Morpeth Chantry Bagpipe Museum, Northumberland - Ziad Jabero

working with the Bagdhaddies (image on the front cover)

The aim of the project was to reach out to new audiences and position 

museums as exciting places to see contemporary art. 

To build on the success of this pilot programme, Meeting Point2 was 

launched in 2017/18 and was extended to include the North West 

region.

.
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Audiences 

This section looks at overall visitor figures, including 
visits by children and online engagement.

Total visit figures

Based on the responses received there was a total of 
4,283,612 visits to museums in 2016/17, which is a 
3% reduction in visitor figures from 2015/16. Visitor 
figures are heavily influenced by a number of large 
museums with 100,000+ visitors per annum, with 10 
museums accounting for 68% of all visits.

Museums were asked whether the visit figures they 
provided were actuals or estimates. 67% (36) of 
respondents answered this question, 54% (29) 
provided actual figures whilst 13% (7) provided 
estimates.

Publicly available data for visits to museums who did 
not respond to the survey suggest that these 
museums received an estimated additional 361,670 
visits per year based on the Visit England Visitor 
Attraction Trends in England 2016 report. This would 
take the total number of visits to museums in the 
North East to over 4.6 million.

63,820

308,885

963,726

2,947,180

9,999 or less

10,000 - 49,999

50,000 - 99,999

100,000+

Figure 5: Total visits by museum size
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Visits – Changes over time

This is the second year of the Annual Survey of Museums.  The information shown in Figure 7 is based on the data provided by a core group 
of museums which submitted data on their visit numbers for both 2015/16 and 2016/17.  

Figure 8: Changes in 2015/16  and 2016/17 core group visit numbers 

Adult/Child visits

The following information in figure 9 
provides an indication of the changes in 
child visits as a proportion of overall 
visits, with the same sample group used 
to identify the visit changes over time.  
This information is presented only with 
those museums who provided actual, 
rather than estimated, data on the 
number of adult and child visits in both 
years.  A total of 15 museums reported 
child visits during 16/17 with a total of 
795,980.

Figure 9: Adult/Child visits in 2015/16 and 2016/17 core group

Sub - region Sample Total visits 

2015/2016

Total visits 

2016/17

Child visits 

2016/17

Child visits 

2016/17 as % of 

overall visits

County Durham 2 688,190 840,729 110,356 13%

Northumberland 1 232,331 227,657 17,337 8%

Tees Valley 1 10,233 10,233 5,320 52%

Tyne and Wear 9 1,445,928 1,274,834 657,373 52%

Total 13 2,376,985 3,628,287 790,386 22%

2015/2016 2016/2017 % 

Change

Total visit figures 4,438,945 4,283,612 -3%

Total visit figures 

inc. publicly 

available data

5,138,945 4,645,282 -10%

Figure 7: Changes in total visit figures 2015/16 and 2016/17

Sub-region Sample % change 

between 

years

2015/16 2016/17

County Durham 5 23% 707,036 872,724

Northumberland 11 -20.5% 580,144 461,136

Tees Valley 10 +7% 749,776 804,738

Tyne and Wear 14 -15% 2,059,519 1,759,696

Total 36 +0.6% 4,096,475 4,124,991
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Total visits by sub-region 

The table below shows the number of visitors to museums by sub-region 
in the North East.

Figure 10: Total visits to museums by sub-region.

*Indicates where a museum has not provided visitor figures for 2016/17; 
thus the response became 13 of 17 for County Durham and 15 of 19 for 
Tyne and Wear.

Sample Total visits 2016/17

County Durham 13 of 17* 999,049

Northumberland 16 of 21 740,302

Tees Valley 10 of 11 804,738

Tyne and Wear 15 of 19* 1,739,523

Total 54 of 68 4,283,612

Highlights: Seven Stories, The National Centre for 
Children’s Books, Tyne and Wear

As part of Arts Council England’s Ready to Borrow Scheme (capital funding 
for improvements to enable museums to be loan ready), Seven Stories 
was awarded £6,030 in grant funding to purchase a new display case. The 
case, which has improved environmental and security standards, has 
enabled the museum to secure and display incoming loans and items 
from their own archival collection. 

A highlight in 2016 included the loan of Beatrix Potter artwork (30 original 
watercolours) and artefacts from National Trust Hawkshead, for an 
exhibition of Potter’s work.

Total visits 

2015/16

Total visits 

2016/17

% change 

between 

years

County Durham 946,051 999,049 +6%

Northumberland 671,898 740,302 +10%

Tees Valley 756,477 804,738 +6%

Tyne and Wear 2,064,519 1,739,523 -16%

Figure 11: Percentage change between years per sub-region
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Economic impact of visits 

Museums make an important contribution to the regional 
economy, generating a range of economic benefits, 
particularly helping to attract tourism. In 2016 six of the top 10 
most visited free attractions in the North East were museums, 
according to Visit England’s Annual Survey of Visits to Visitor 
Attractions.

The Association of Independent Museums (AIM) has published 
an Economic Impact Toolkit, which was developed by 
consultants DC Research, to help museums express the gross 
impact of visits to their museum in terms of economic value. 
This toolkit can be used by individual museums but can also 
help provide an idea of this economic value at an aggregate 
level.

Using this toolkit the gross visitor impact was £54,809,460 in 
the North East Economy based on the visit data provided by 
museums.

Average spend 

assumption 

(local visitor)

Total local 

visitor impact 

per sub-region

Average spend 

assumption (day 

visitor)

Total day visitor 

impact per sub-

region

Total value of 

visits

County Durham £14.18 £2,770,029 £28.35 £11,663,998 £14,434,027

Northumberland £13.60 £2,004,334 £27.19 £8,266,698 £10,271,032

Tees Valley £7.31 £1,134,932 £14.62 £4,882,646 £6,017,578

Tyne and Wear £13.94 £5,240,520 £27.89 £18,846,304 £24,086,823

Total £11,149,815 £43,659,646 £54,809,460

Economic impact calculation

• This calculation takes the number of adult visits to a museum, 

establishes the proportion of local and day visits and multiplies these by 

average visitor spend assumptions developed by DC Research from 

regional and national tourism datasets.

• Total adult visits is estimated to be 2,606,695 based on the adult/child 

ratio of 84/16 for small museums; 55/45 for medium; and 61/39 for large. 

For this purpose museums with 100,000+ visitors are classed as ‘Large’

• Actual ratios for local, and day visits were not available from museums 

so the average ratios developed by DC Research have been used. 

• No data for overnight visits was available so visits have been divided into 

‘local’ and ‘day’ visits only. This means that the overall economic value of 

visits is likely to be higher due to the higher levels of visitor spend 

associated with overnight visits.

Figure 12: Assumed ‘Local’ and ‘Day’ visitor impacts by sub-region 2016/17
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Online engagement 

Advances in digital technology in recent years offer museums great 
opportunity for potential new forms of engagement beyond the 
physical visit.  This survey asked museums about their online and social 
media presence.

Websites

The survey asked museums if they had their own website. 91% (49) of 
respondent museums said that they did have their own website. 5% (3) 
of museums reported that they did not although one of these was a 
National Trust property and therefore has its own webpages accessed 
via the NT’s website. The other two museums are featured within their 
local authority’s websites, meaning that they do have some form of 
‘online presence’. A further 4% (2) of respondent museums did not 
provide an answer to this question.

Museums were also asked to provide data on the number of unique 
visits to their websites. Out of these museums who reported having 
their own website, 55% (27) provided figures for the number of unique 
visits, which totalled 1,378,611.

However, 47% (23) of museums who said that they do have their own 
website did not provide an answer to this question on number of 
unique visitors. This suggests that perhaps this kind of information may 
not be easily accessible within their organisation by the person 
completing their survey; that the museum does not have the tools to 
capture this type of data; or that this particular type of online 
engagement may not be a high priority for theses museums, despite the 
having their own website.

Social Media

Museums were asked to provide information on whether they used 
social media to engage with audiences and the number of 
subscribers or followers that they had across their social media 
platforms.

85% (46) of museums stated that they did use social media to 
engage with audiences, with platforms including Facebook, Twitter, 
Flickr and Instagram being cited and an estimated 113,626 
subscribers or followers. The Visit England Visitor Attraction Trends 
in England report showed that Facebook and Twitter continue to be 
the two main social media platforms, with 82% of attractions using 
Facebook and 68% using Twitter in 2016.

9% (5) of museums stated that they did not use social media, 
although one museum reported that the museum was featured on 
their local authority’s social media platforms. 6% (3) of museums did 
not provide an answer to this question.
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Education, activities and events 
Learning and education are important functions of all museums. ‘Advancement of 
Education’ is one of the main purposes of museums established as charities. 

Figure 13: Educational sessions in the North East

Learning opportunities are not just provided inside museums. Figure 9 details the 
number of educational outreach/off-site sessions delivered by museums in 
2016/17 along with the number of participants engaged.

However, it is worth noting that existing recording varied between capturing 
participants and events, suggesting that not all museums have or are able to 
capture both.

Figure 14: Informal activities and events in the North East

Totals Respondents

Number of on-site sessions in NE 5,123 38 of 54

Number of on-site participants 226,174 49 of 54

Number of off-site sessions in NE 2,350 26 of 54

Number of off-site participants 69,960 29 of 54

Totals Respondents

Number of on-site activities and events in 

NE

4,561 33 of 54

Number of on-site participants 358,315 36 of 54

Number of off-site activities and events in 

NE

514 23 of 54

Number of off-site participants 116,020 29 of 54

Highlights: Bailiffgate Museum, 
Northumberland

During the spring of 2017 volunteer-led Bailiffgate Museum 

hosted an exhibition of Harry Potter artworks by illustrator Jim 

Kay, in partnership with Seven Stories The National Centre 

for Children’s Books. Items loaned from Seven Stories, 

included graphite, watercolours and oils from the newly 

published illustrated edition of Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone by J.K Rowling.

The exhibition was developed by a dedicated team of 

volunteers and utilised their links with Seven Stories and 

nearby Alnwick Castle, which was a location for the Harry 

Potter films.  The exhibition resulted in a 50% increase in its 

visitor numbers, as well as doubling its admissions revenue 

and tripling retail spend.
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Financial operations 

Museums were asked to provide a range of financial 
information covering sources of income, overall expenditure 
and expenditure on staff. This information was provided in 
varying degrees of completeness and there was some variation 
on the financial periods that museums provided data for. 
Therefore the data presented here should be considered a 
guide, rather than being representative of a specific financial 
period. Throughout the following pages on financial 
operations, Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums (TWAM) 
provided one response representing all of its sites which means 
that in some groupings it is therefore included in the 100,000+ 
visitors category.

Income 

The total income generated and received by museums was 
£28,732,720, which breaks down as follows.

• £16,265,988 in earned income (including admissions, retail, 
catering, events, hospitality, educational and other earned 
income from trading, e.g. property rental)

• £6,537,787 received in regular public subsidy (including ACE 
MPM/NPO funding) 

• £3,254,588 received in grant funding
• £2,674,357 received in contributed income (including all 

money received in donations, friends members/schemes, 
any sponsorship income, corporate membership, or other 
non-earned income)

There were significant variations between different sizes and types of 
museums, as well as variations per sub-region; however, there was 
insufficient detail to provide breakdowns for these different groups of 
museums.

Figure 15: Breakdown of income received and generated by museums

28,732,729
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Admission charges 

Museums were asked whether they charged for admission.
53% (29) of respondent museums charged for admission in 
2016/17; 44% (22) offered free entry all year, whilst 6% (3) were 
free but charged for some exhibitions/seasonally.

The figures on the left show the average admission charge for 
museum by size, based on a sample of 57% (31) of museums 
reporting admission charges for adults and 40% (22) for children.

Figure 16: Average admission charges by museum type.

Figure 17: Average adult admission charge by museum size.

Figure 18: Average child admission charge by museum size.
Average admission 

charge for adults

Average admission 

charge for child

English Heritage £7.00 £4.13

Independent £6.00 £4.00

Local Authority £4.00 £2.40

Military No charge* No charge*

National Trust £12.00 £6.00

University £5.00* £4.00*

*military museums that responded do not have admission charges; 
the university average is based on the result of one respondent.

The three museums who reported charging seasonally/for 
exhibitions were all Local Authority with average admission charges 
of £4.00 for adult admission and £2.50 for child.
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Retail Income 

Retail is an important, and sometimes the primary, source of 
income for museums. 61% (33) of the respondent museums in 
the North East have a shop or a retail space. The reported 
total retail income for 2016/17 was £1,324,577 based on the 
response of 52% (28) of museums who reported on their retail 
revenue.

To understand the effectiveness of their retail offer, museums 
can look to their retail spend per head figures, and the 
aforementioned 52% provided sufficient detail for this to be 
measured. The tables below show the average spend per head 
by museum size and charging model.

Figure 19: Average spend per head by museum size.

Museum size Average spend per head

9,999 or less £0.56

10,000 – 49,999 £0.15

50,000 – 99,999 £0.98

100,000+ £0.81
Figure 16 shows spend per head by sub-region, another interesting factor 
to consider, alongside the assumed ‘Local’ and ‘Day’ visitor spends 
developed by DC Research for AIM’s economic impact toolkit. Tyne and 
Wear records the highest retail spend per head from 4 respondent 
museums, although TWAM provided one response which represented all 
of its sites.

It must be remembered that variations in results may occur due to sample 
size and consistency of respondent answers.

Figure 20: Average spend per head by charging model.

Charging model Average spend per head

Free £0.41

£3.00 and under £0.36

£3.01 - £5.00 £0.68

£5.01 - £9.00 £1.39

£9.00 and over £1.85

Figure 21: Average spend per head alongside ‘Local’ and 

‘Day’ visitor spend.
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Donations 

Donations play an important role in supporting museums 
fundraising activity. Although for many museums they account 
for a relatively small percentage of overall revenue the 
visibility of donation boxes can help reinforce the charitable 
nature of museums. 

There are many variables in determining what a good level of 
donations is although the AIM Guide on Donation Boxes 
suggests that ‘organisations that have experimented with the 
position and communications around their donation boxes and 
measured performance were more likely to be reaping the 
higher returns’.

Museums were asked to provide information on their 
donations so that an average per head could be given. There 
was a 59% (32) response to this question asking for donation 
figures, with a reported total for donations at £812,993  

Similarly to retail, museums that charged admission unusually 
show a higher per head income from donations than free 
entry museums, although this may not be reflective of other 
factors that may influence the level of donations.  In figure 22 
the numbers for charged admission also include those 
museums who reported that they charged seasonally or for 
some exhibitions throughout the year.

The results unusually suggest that donations per head were significantly higher 
at museums with 50,000 – 99,999 visits per annum, however, given the small 
sample size this ought to be read with caution and considered as an estimation. 
TWAM’s response representing all of its sites  was included here in the 
100,000+, which may also have had an impact on the outcome.

Museum Size Lowest Average Highest Sample

9,999 or less £0.06 £0.37 £1.09 11

10,000 – 49,999 £0.03 £0.15 £1.34 15

50,000 – 99,999 £0.03 £1.05 £5.65 7

100,000+ £0.01 £0.03 £0.09 4

Free admission £0.01 £0.05 £0.53 22

Charged 

admission

£0.02 £0.46 £5.65 28

Figure 22: Average donation per head by size and charging model. 
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Impact of spend on goods and 

services 

There was an estimated £18,036,263  of direct, indirect and induced impacts 
in the North East as a result of spending on goods and services by museums. 
This has been done using a proxy calculation as two of the extra large 
museums did not report their expenditure on staffing costs, which is 
required for the calculation of direct, indirect and induced impacts. For this 
calculation the previous staff expenditure figures reported by the two 
museums in 2015/16 were used.

The calculation is based on museum expenditure figures, excluding staff 
spend, from 59% (32) of respondent museums taking into account ‘leakage’, 
‘displacement ’, ‘deadweight’ and multiplier factors using estimates 
developed by DC Research.
• Deadweight – value or impact that would have occurred anyway
• Displacement – the proportion of museum value or impact accounted for 

by reduced value or impact elsewhere in the local area
• Leakage – the proportion of value or impact that benefit those outside 

the museum’s local area

Capital investment

Capital investment is important in enabling museums to improve or expand 
their business in order to ensure that they can provide engaging spaces for 
audiences and respond to changing visitor demographics and expectations. 
While you would not expect capital investment to be consistent year on year 
it can provide a useful indicator of the long term strategic investment in the 
sector. 18% (10) of museums indicated  that they had received capital 
investment in 2016/17, totalling £2,849,742.

Highlights: The Fusiliers Museum of 

Northumberland

In 2016/17 the Fusiliers Museum of Northumberland completed a 

three year redevelopment project, funded by the Heritage Lottery 

Fund. Through new displays spanning three floors, it tells the story 

of a soldier’s journey, from recruit to veteran, in this 350-year old 

regiment. 

As part of the redevelopment, the museum, which is based in a 

14th century tower at Alnwick Castle, was able to improve access 

for visitors through the creation of a virtual tour which utilises touch 

screens on the ground level to make objects on the upper floors 

available digitally.

In addition, the museum’s Activities Officer developed a new 

education programme, working closely with volunteers to develop 

resources for museum trails and the handling collection, including 

a Timeline Treasure Trove Box for hire by schools and community 

groups
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Expenditure and staff costs 

Including the proxy figures mentioned on the previous page 57% (31) 
of museums and museum services who employ staff provided both 
total expenditure and expenditure on staff costs. Spending on staff 
accounted for an estimated average of 50% of total expenditure, 
which breaks down as follows:

• 5% (3) spent less than 30% of annual expenditure on staff costs
• 40% (22) spent between 31% and 50%
• 9% (5) spent between 51% and 99% 
• 1% (1) reported that they spent 100% of annual expenditure on 

staff costs.

The most notable finding is that staff costs make up a significantly 
higher percentage of costs for local authority museums than they do 
for independent museums . It is worth noting, however, that local 
authority museums may not have included staff costs that are related 
to services provided centrally such as finance, HR, legal and IT 
support. Therefore the real cost of staffing as a percentage of total 
expenditure is likely to be higher for those museums.

Figure 23: Average percentage expenditure on staffing by museum 

type

‘Other’ in the chart above includes responses from Military, National 
Trust and University museums. ‘Independent’ and ‘Other’ include the 
two museums whose proxy figures have been included.
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Workforce – Paid staff 

Museums were asked to provide information on both the total head 
count of staff employed by the museum at its peak in the year and the 
number of Full Time Equivalents. 

A sample of 61% (33) of museums who provided data on both these 
questions in 2015/16 and 2016/17 was taken with outcomes as 
detailed in figure 24. 

Based on these responses;
• Museums employed 607 paid staff in 2016/17 compared to 1,117 

in 2015/16
• Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums and Sunderland Museums 

provided whole organisation responses, which have been included 
in the 61% (33) sample.

• Museums employed 371.85 FTE in 2016/17 compared to 592 FTE 
in 2015/16

• 45% (15) of the sample museums reported actual figures for paid 
staff, whilst the remaining 36% (12) reported that their figures 
were estimates

• 45% (15) of museums employ between 1 – 10 members of paid 
staff, based on figures for the total head count

• 36% (12) employ 10 – 25 members of paid staff
• A further 15% (5) employ 45 – 90 members of paid staff
• 9% (3) of the sample museums reported that they employed only 1 

member of staff

Employment impacts

Using the AIM Economic Impact Toolkit we can estimate the value of 
museum employees to the North East regional economy.

• These sample museums create 515 full time equivalent direct, 
indirect and induced jobs across the region 

This calculation is based on FTE employment data, taking into 
account ‘leakage’ (those that do not live locally), ‘displacement ’, 
‘deadweight’ and multiplier factors using estimates developed by DC 
Research. 

2015/16 2016/17 % change 

between years

Total head count of 

staff

1,117 607 -45%

Total FTE staff 592 371.85 -37%

FTE direct, indirect 

and induced 

impacts 

841 515 -38%

Figure 24: Paid staff figures 2015/16 and 2016/17 
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Workforce – Volunteers 

Volunteers are a vital part of the museum workforce. Volunteer 
involvement makes a huge difference to museums – everything from 
enhancing the visitor experience, caring for and documenting the 
collections, business planning and managing finance. Many museums 
also rely on voluntary trustees to help ‘steer the ship’ and ensure 
museums are sustainable in challenging times.

A sample of 21 museums who provided data on both these questions 
for 2015/16 and 2016/17 was taken with outcomes as detailed in 
below and in figure 25.

Based on these 21 responses;
• Museums reported a total of 770 volunteers
• This averages out at 36 volunteers per museums
• The total number of volunteer hours recorded was 81,945
• This averages out at 3,902 volunteers hours per museums per year
• 28% (6) of sample museums reported actual figures, whilst 71% 

(15) reported estimated figures
• It could be assumed that the higher proportion of estimated figures 

relates to the question on volunteer hours, which may be difficult 
for museums to accurately record

2015/16 2016/17 % change 

between 

years

Total number of 

volunteers

786 770 -2%

Total volunteer hours 66,732 81,945 +23%

Average number of 

volunteers per museum

37 36 -3%

Average number of 

volunteer hours per 

museum

3,512 3,902 +11%

Figure 25: Volunteer figures 2015/16 and 2016/17

Although the total number of volunteers has decreased in 
2016/17, based on the sample of 21 museums, the number of 
volunteer hours seems to have increased by 23%. This may 
suggest that, although there may be fewer active volunteers at 
these museums, the level of engagement amongst them and the 
time that they are committing to their museums is still 
significantly high.
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MDNE support

‘We have attended training sessions and 
received small grants funding. We find these 
aspects of MDNE very useful and a great way 
of developing aspects of our museum which 
we don’t normally have the funding for.’

Head of Steam - Darlington

‘Staff from the Dorman Museum have 
attended a number of training sessions, and 
these are always well organised and useful; I 
can't fault the support and advice offered 
through the NEMD programme.’

Dorman Memorial Museum

‘Both the ‘Small Grants’ and ‘Ready to 
Borrow’ schemes have allowed us to 
significantly improve our capacity to bring 
major national loans into the North East 
region.’ 

Museum of Hartlepool

‘The service North East Museum Development 
Programme provides is excellent and much 
appreciated.’ 

Captain Cook Birthplace Museum

‘I have always welcomed the support of the 
museum development team, and I know that 
this is echoed by other volunteers in our team.’

Cleveland Ironstone Mining Museum

‘We received support and advice regarding 
Accreditation and a grant from the ‘Small 
Grants’ scheme which contributed towards the 
costs of conservation work to our murals.’

Lady Waterford Hall

Museums were asked about support or advice they had received through Museum Development North East, here is a sample of what they 
said:

‘This year we have been fortunate to have 
engaged with the following support from 
MDNE: enterprising museums, Accreditation 
support, ‘Small Grants’ funding, ‘Ready to 
Borrow’ scheme, collections [advisory] 
network, understanding audiences, and higher 
education.  The advice and guidance we have 
received has enabled us to  move forward in 
the right direction, to attract national visitors 
and make Kirkleatham an up-and-coming 
museum and visitor attraction.’

Kirkleatham Museum

‘A small grant was received for collections 
conservation materials; this was appreciated 
as it has secured a recent donation of local 
material. In addition a grant was received for 
an event to celebrate our 40th anniversary. 
This took place at the opening of the season in 
April 2016. All grants and advice are gratefully 
received as they help our volunteer run 
museum survive.’

Durham Museum and Heritage Centre
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1. Arbeia Roman Fort and Museum (TWAM)
2. Auckland Castle (ACT)
3. Aycliffe and District Bus Preservation 

Society
4. Bailiffgate Museum
5. Beamish, The Living Museum of The North
6. Berwick Museum and Art Gallery 

(Woodhorn Trust)
7. Captain Cook Birthplace Museum
8. Chesters Roman Fort (EH)
9. Cleveland Ironstone Mining Museum
10. Corbridge Roman Site (EH)
11. Cragside (NT)
12. Discovery Museum (TWAM)
13. Dorman Memorial Museum
14. Durham Castle Museum
15. Durham County Council, DLI Collection
16. Durham Museum & Heritage Centre
17. Durham University, Museum of 

Archaeology
18. Faith Gallery (ACT)
19. Great North Museum: Hancock (TWAM)
20. Hartlepool Art Gallery

21. Hatton Gallery (TWAM)
22. Head of Steam - Darlington Railway Centre 

and Museum
23. Heatherslaw Corn Mill
24. Heritage Centre, Bellingham
25. Heugh Battery Museum 
26. Hexham Old Gaol (Woodhorn Trust)
27. Housesteads Roman Fort (EH)
28. Kirkleatham Musem
29. Lady Waterford Hall
30. Laing Art Gallery (TWAM)
31. Lindisfarne Priory (EH)
32. Middlesbrough Institute of Modern Art 

(MIMA)
33. Mining Art Gallery (ACT)
34. Monkwearmouth Station Museum 

(Sunderland)
35. Morpeth Chantry Bagpipe Museum 

(Woodhorn Trust)
36. Museum of Hartlepool
37. No.42 Market Place (ACT)
38. North East Land, Sea and Air Museum
39. Preston Park Museum
40. RNLI Grace Darling Museum

With thanks to the following 

museums for participating:

41. Segedunum Roman Fort, Baths and Museum 
(TWAM)

42. Seven Stories, The Centre for Childrenʼs
Books

43. Shipley Art Gallery (TWAM)
44. Spanish Gallery (ACT)
45. Souter Lighthouse (NT)
46. South Shields Museum and Art Gallery 

(TWAM)
47. Stephenson Railway Museum (TWAM)
48. Sunderland Museum and Winter Gardens 

(Sunderland)
49. The Bowes Museum
50. The Fusilier’s Museum of Northumberland
51. The King’s Own Scottish Borderer’s 

Regimental Museum
52. Washington ‘F’ Pit Museum (Sunderland)
53. Weardale Museum
54. Woodhorn Museum (Woodhorn Trust)
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